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Chapter 57 Master Sullivan Was Taken Away 

Everyone looked at Sable in silence. 

Was he too arrogant, or did he not have any manners? He actually dared to ask for the Chief in a public 

area. Was he looking for trouble? 

The officer sneered. “After your Master, Robert Sullivan, graduated from elementary school, he worked 

in an electronics factory. Then, he was jailed for two years because of theft! After he was released, he 

had been fortune-telling under a bridge to scam others. He even scammed 30,000 dollars from a 

woman, which she was going to use for medical treatment!” He spoke as he showed the documents. 

“Yet he’s still bluffing and scamming now! It’s useless no matter who you call over. Men, take him 

away!” 

Everyone was stunned. 

If what the officer said was true, then it meant that Master Sullivan was a scammer… 

Everyone thought they were fools for supporting this scammer just now. 

The way everyone looked at Master Sulivan changed. 

Master Sullivan panicked. That was all in the past. Later, he reached the pinnacle of spiritualism, so he 

was different now! It was hard for him to manage all this, but Lilly ruined it! 

He gritted his teeth but could only put on a brave front. 

“I disagree with what you said! You’re framing me! I want to hire a lawyer…” 

Sable also said, “Yes, you must have made a mistake! My Master had saved Young Master Shaw 

yesterday. You can call Mr. Shaw if you don’t believe it!” 

He mentioned the Shaw family so the police would be confused. 

At this moment, a cold voice sounded. “He didn’t save Ivan.” 

Colton and Ivan walked in. 

Colton said coldly, “I should ask Master Sullivan about this. Did you scam my mother of a bank card 

yesterday?” 

Master Sullivan was hopeless now. 

If Colton stepped forward to expose him, how could he argue? 

Master Sullivan put on a cold expression. He could not do anything else anymore. 
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